ANNIE UPDATE

On Monday morning at 11.00am before the Swedish mother Guje Borgesson and Maria
Jansson travel to Edinburgh Airport to return to Sweden, they will pay a visit to the Scottish
Parliament. Annie’s mother Guje Borgesson will be the first foreign woman that is handing
in a Petition to the Scottish Parliament.
During these past 14 days, Swedish Ms Borgesson and her daughters best friend Maria
Jansson have been doing their own investigative research, following several interesting
leads, performing the annual The Silent Walk For Justice ( 4th Dec).

Yesterday they walked together with many other families and campaigners the Royal Mile
down, in a very emotional silent and peaceful procession, lead by the Scottish Musician Billy
Boyd who played the guitar and sang the Scottish National Hymn " The Flowers of Scotland".
Many observers along the Royal Mile stopped in what they were doing and joined in the
National Hymn.
During their staying in Edinburgh they have attended to many very interesting meetings
both with families and many different organisations, to which they have highlighted the
importance that all families campaigners and organisations will come together to make a
change for the better for all the people.
Many families that have fought for years and years for their loved ones are devastated and
drained, but when coming together in the New World Wide Network "Truthandjustice4All"
for people working with and fighting for Truth and Justice in any kind of form, they receive
new hope strength and feel togetherness which is crucial for survival.
Ms Borgesson is using her daughter Annie's sudden and mysterious death as one of the 3
examples mentioned in the Petition, the other highlighted cases are Annie Davies 84 years
old, that was found dead in her Prestwick home in suspicious circumstances, and the young
man Kevin McLeod who was found dead in Wick Harbour. Ms Borgesson is not asking the
Committee to solve her daughter’s death but to include Past sudden and unexplained
deaths in the new Units important work that will start 2010.
Elish Angiolini has created a new Unit that will investigate sudden and unexplained deaths
and the Petition will highlight the need of reopen Past sudden and unexplained deaths.
This Petition will benefit all Scottish People and especially all the many families that needs
to get their loved ones deaths thoroughly investigated.

Ms Borgesson has been fighting for 4 years, together with Maria to find the truth about her
beloved daughter Annie's death.
One of the many parts in finding the answers the family Borgesson and friends needs, is to
get the documentation out regarding the investigation into Annie's mysterious and sudden
premature death. They have been denied to receive the information out, referring to that in
accordance to the FOI: "Annie’s mysterious death is not in the PUBLIC INTEREST"
Ms Borgesson adds: “We are the PUBLIC and we are not going away, I for one will be
back next year.”

